Is an animal track
Track is from a hoof
Edges of hoof are pointed
deer
Edges of hoof are rounded
javelina
Track is from a paw
Paws are all the same size
Paw has four toes
Heel pad is approx _ inch wide kit fox
Heel pad is greater than _ inch wide coyote
Paw has five toes
Toe pads are greater than twice as long as wide
ground squirrel
Toe pads are less than or equal to twice as long as wide
Toe pads are about as long as wide
desert tortoise
Toe pads are not about as long as wide
Claws are teardrop shaped and heel has a square cut in middle skunk
Claws are not teardrop shaped
badger
Front and rear paws are different sizes
claws are different lengths
pocket gopher
claws are not different lengths
Shorter paws are less than half the size of the larger ones
kangaroo rat
Shorter paws are not less than half the size of the larger ones
claws are separate from paw
rock squirrel
claws are not separate from paw
pocket mouse
Track is from claw
quail
Is not an animal track
Is a hole
Hole is about _ inch

digger bee

Hole is about 1 inch
Has a collar of twigs
wolf spider
Does not have a collar of twigs
tarantula
Hole is about _ inch
Hole is half-moon shaped
whiptail
Hole is 1 to 1 _ inch
Hole is under bush or vegetation
pocket mouse
Hole is 2 to 2 _ inch
Hole is near cactus or rocks
Harris’ antelope squirrel
Hole is 3 to 5 inches
Hole is at base of cactus or rock crevice at base of mound of sticks
Hole is 7 to 12 inches
Tall oval shape kit fox
Has a wide fan of dirt outside and is wider than tall badger
Flat botommed half-moon shape desert tortoise

packrat

Under tree roots skunk
Hole is 12 to 24 inches
On a hillside or bank of wash coyote
Is not a hole
Conical depression 1 _ to 2 inches
antlion
Round or oval depression about 7 inches Couch’s spadefoot or Sonoran Desert toad
Shallow circular depression with a ridge at edges rattlesnake
Mound of dirt with no entrance hole pocket gopher

